Thank you for purchasing a piece of CHAN EL costume jewelry.
This piece has been crafted in the finest jewelry - making tradition. lt
displays a meticulous attention to detail that is the hallmark of CHAN EL
creativity and expertise. The qual ity of your piece is of the utmost
concern to us.
This is a luxury product and shoul d be handled with care. We
recommend that you take certain precautions in wearing and caring for
the piece in order to maintain it in pristine condition for as l ong as
possible.
Wearing your jewelry
Over time, air, moisture and the acidity of the skin may damage the shine
on your piece or cause wear to the metal finish or to the coloring and
lustre of the costume jewelry pearls.
Please follow the guidelines below to preserve your jewelry in optimal
condition:
-Avoid contact with water;
-Avoid exposure to high temperatures;
-Remove jewel ry when exercising to protect it from knocks and
scratches;
-Remove jewelry when handling corrosive products;
-Apply perfume and makeup before putting on jewel ry: certain
chemical s found in cosmetic products may discolor or damage jewelry.
Storing your jewelry
Jewel ry pieces may scratch upon contact with one another. We
strongl y recommend that you store and transport jewel ry pieces
individually in the pouch provided.
Caring for your jewelry
To preserve the shine on your jewelry, rub regularly with a soft cloth.

Do not clean with water, soap, detergent, or any other chemical product
or sol ution, as these coul d damage the metal finish or discol or the
piece.
Over time, the thread in strings of pearls may l oosen, which increases
the risk of breakage. Should this occur you may need to have your pearls
rethreaded. If you have any queries, or require any further information
on jewelry care, please contact your nearest CHAN EL boutique.

